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The local value of a /LTe, a turbulence drive term, was modulated with electron cyclotron heating in
L-mode discharges on DIII-D �J. L. Luxon, Nucl. Fusion 42, 614 �2002�� and the density and
electron temperature fluctuations in low, intermediate, and high-k regimes were measured and
compared with nonlinear gyrokinetic turbulence simulations using the GYRO code �J. Candy and R.
E. Waltz, J. Comput. Phys. 186, 545 �2003��. The local drive term at ��0.6 was reduced by up to
50%, which produced comparable reductions in electron temperature fluctuations at low-k. At
intermediate k, k��4 cm−1 and k��s�0.8, a very interesting and unexpected result was observed
where density fluctuations increased by up to 10% when the local drive term was decreased by 50%.
Initial comparisons of simulations from GYRO with the thermal diffusivity from power balance
analysis and measured turbulence response are reported. Simulations for the case with the lowest
drive term are challenging as they are near the marginal value of a /LTe for trapped electron mode
activity. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3316298�

I. INTRODUCTION

Validating transport models based on the gyrokinetic
model of plasma microturbulence by careful comparison of
turbulence and transport simulations with experimental mea-
surements is an essential step toward accurate predictive ca-
pability of plasma transport in tokamak plasmas. Such a vali-
dated model will serve an essential function in the design
and understanding of experiments in the next generation of
tokamak devices with fusion-grade plasmas such as ITER.1

Experiments with a single key parameter varied and the tur-
bulence response measured provide excellent data sets for
model validation studies. This paper describes the results of
one such experiment on DIII-D �Ref. 2� where the electron
temperature gradient and thus gradient scale length was sys-
tematically varied and the turbulence response across a wide
wave number range documented, including both density and
temperature fluctuations. Initial comparison of some of the
results with simulations from the GYRO �Ref. 3� code, which
computes nonlinear turbulence and transport coefficients, is
also discussed.

Previous experiments have been performed where the
emphasis was on characterizing and comparing electron
mode turbulence with simulations. In experiments on DIII-D

electron cyclotron heating �ECH� power was utilized to in-
crease the electron temperature and correlate profile changes
with enhanced turbulence.4,5 On Alcator C-Mod6 nonlinear
simulations reproduced the relative increase in trapped elec-
tron mode �TEM� fluctuations measured when on-axis ion
cyclotron resonance heating power was applied.7 The experi-
ments reported here held auxiliary power fixed while varying
the local TEM turbulence by varying the local �Te at
roughly fixed electron and ion temperature and density.

The motivation for the experiment was to test nonlinear
gyrokinetic turbulence simulations against measurements
from a controlled experiment, emphasizing both qualitative
and quantitative comparisons. We chose to emphasize elec-
tron transport where smaller size turbulent eddies play a key
role. Thus plasma parameters and profiles were chosen
where linear analysis indicated that ion temperature gradient
�ITG� modes at low wave number k were subdominant in
order to emphasize the impact of TEMs at low and
intermediate-k and possibly electron temperature gradient
�ETG� modes at high-k. It was intended that this choice
would also help to simplify the comparison between experi-
ment and simulation by isolating a drive term for a single
key driftwave, TEMs, in order to test the key physics in the
code for this mode.

The experimental approach was to produce local, con-
trolled, and reproducible changes in �Te and thus in the in-
verse temperature gradient scale length 1 /LTe= ��Te� /Te, a
drive term for TEM activity, using ECH. The inverse tem-
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perature gradient scale, a /LTe �where the normalization fac-
tor a is the plasma minor radius� was modulated repetitively
during individual discharges and the response of turbulence
activity across ITG, TEM, and ETG scales was documented
in order to compare the measured response with code simu-
lations. In response to changes in a /LTe, changes in turbu-
lence activity were observed at all turbulence scales from
low to high wave numbers but the most interesting response
occurred at intermediate wave numbers. The response to
moderate changes in drive term was generally as expected
based on linear theory: decreasing the drive term resulted in
decreased low-k Te fluctuations and intermediate-k density
fluctuations. However, a very interesting change in response
at intermediate-k was observed for density fluctuations
when the drive term was further reduced by up to 50%.
While low-k Te fluctuations were further reduced, the
intermediate-k density fluctuation response reversed, increas-
ing when the drive term decreased. This is a clear challenge
to linear stability theory and remains to be seen whether the
observation can be understood with nonlinear theory. Gener-
ally the experiment has yielded an excellent data set for non-
linear gyrokinetic turbulence code validation studies, where
not only trends in the turbulence but quantitative compari-
sons with simulations can be made. This paper describes the
experimental results and reports on just a few of the many
detailed comparisons between simulations and measurements
that can be carried out.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The target discharge for these experiments was an
L-mode discharge limited against the inside wall of the
vacuum vessel in order to inhibit an L–H-mode transition
and subsequent transient events such as edge localized
modes. To further avoid transients associated with magneto-
hydrodynamic activity the plasmas studied were at low
plasma pressure, toroidal beta �0.2%, and low current,
0.8 MA, with ECH being the only auxiliary heating during
the flattop phase of the plasma current. Line averaged elec-
tron density was feedback controlled to low values,
2�1019 m−3, in order to maintain low collisionality which
favors TEM-scale turbulence over longer wavelength ITG
activity. During the time when ECH was applied, for 4 s
during the steady-state phase of the plasma current, small
sawteeth were present with a normalized inversion radius of
��0.25, which typically did not impact turbulence measure-
ments in the outer half of the plasma.

The ECH system comprises up to six gyrotrons at
110 GHz with waves launched radially into the plasma in
X-mode polarization to maximize the single pass absorption
at the second harmonic resonant layer. Power was resonant at
two closely spaced positions in the plasma �Fig. 1�a��. For
the first 2 s during the steady-state phase of the plasma cur-
rent, four gyrotrons were employed, two at each location,
and for the following 2 s six gyrotrons were employed, three
at each location, to further increase the change in local
a /LTe. ECH power from each pair or triplet was alternately
applied in 25 ms intervals so as to modulate �Te and gradi-
ent scale length between the two deposition peaks at a

roughly constant value of the midpoint Te. The combined
peak power for each pair and triplet was matched to within
100 kW or less at �0.9 and �1.4 MW, respectively, so that
power to the plasma remained constant as the heating loca-
tion was modulated from just inside �inside ECH� to outside
�outside ECH� the region of interest. Total heating power,
ECH plus Ohmic, for the four and six gyrotron phases was
�1.5 and 2 MW, respectively �Fig. 1�b��. The region of in-
terest was chosen to be where linear stability analysis indi-
cated TEM growth rates were most dominant over ITG
growth rates, �ECH=0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. The focus of the results
presented in this paper is at �ECH=0.6 with comments on
other locations when the results differed significantly. The
power duty cycle of each gyrotron pair was 90% of peak
power. This resulted in a power deposition profile with a
main peak at one location and a smaller peak at the other
location as seen in Fig. 1�a�. The main peaks were spatially
separated by approximately 5 cm and thus turbulence diag-
nostics with good spatial resolution ��r�1 cm� were key to
the experiment.

The linear stability analysis referred to above and
throughout this paper was performed with the TGLF �Ref. 8�
code. Growth rates were computed over the range
k��s=0.01–80. The sign of the real frequency was generally
used to distinguish ITG from TEM dominated activity. This
choice was further supported by the result that reducing
a /LTi by 50% changed the calculated maximum growth rates
by 15% or less over the spectral region where the real fre-
quency indicated TEM domination for the high drive term
condition. TEM mode growth rates are calculated to domi-
nate ITG modes typically over the range k��s�0.2 for the
high drive term state. When a /LTe is reduced by up to 50%
the region of TEM dominance moves to slightly larger val-
ues, k��s�0.4.

As a result of constant ECH power applied during inside
and outside ECH phases the density and ion temperature
profiles remained constant �Figs. 2�a�–2�c��. As seen in Figs.
2�d�–2�f� the impact of six versus four gyrotrons also did not
change the density and ion temperature profiles and raised Te
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FIG. 1. �a� ECH power density for inside heating producing high a /LTe at
��0.6 and outside heating producing low a /LTe. �b� Ohmic+ECH inte-
grated power for six gyrotrons �solid gray �inside ECH� and black �outside
ECH� lines� and four gyrotrons �dashed�.
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about 15% so that small changes in the ratio of Te /Ti accom-
panied six versus four gyrotron operation. However, the larg-
est impact on turbulence was due to changes produced in the
local temperature gradient scale length based on linear analy-
sis with the TGLF code. The ratio of Te /Ti was about 2. An
intermediate density gradient favored electron driftwave
mode activity. Neutral beam blips, 2 ms in duration every
225 ms, were employed to make ion temperature, plasma
rotation, and impurity density measurements with a charge
exchange recombination diagnostic. Due to negligible torque
from the neutral beam blips, plasma rotation was very small.
Simulations for the case with �ECH=0.5 with and without
E�B shear included showed that E�B stabilization effects
were negligible. Zeff was between 2.5 and 3 for these low
density plasmas with carbon being the dominant impurity.
The dominant power loss was by thermal conduction for
both the electrons and ions based on analysis with ONETWO
�Ref. 9� while the major power input was 1.5 MW of ECH
for electrons and about 200 kW for the ions from collisional
transfer of energy from electrons. The calculated power loss
due to neoclassical ion diffusion was small over most of the
plasma and only comparable to the input power at the plasma
center.

III. MODULATION OF a /LTe

The local value of a /LTe was significantly varied by spa-
tially modulating the ECH. Local values of a /LTe were com-
puted with the electron cyclotron emission �ECE�
diagnostic10 system. In order to reduce noise associated with
calculating spatial gradients, the ECE channels were first
phase lock averaged over 19 ECH periods, a total of 950 ms
to obtain local values of Te during both four and six gyrotron
heating phases in the discharge, and then �Te was computed
by differencing adjacent ECE channels. The phase lock av-
eraged local values of Te from a single discharge are shown
in Fig. 3�a� for the four gyrotron heating phase with the
location of the maximum change in a /LTe indicated at
�=0.62. The shot to shot reproducibility of a /LTe was very
good as can be seen in Fig. 3�b� where the phase lock aver-
aged time history of several repeat shots are shown over the

duration of an ECH period. The figure also shows that a /LTe

is quite constant during each phase and achieved a new equi-
librium rapidly �in less than 5 ms� following a change in
ECH deposition location.

A reduction in a /LTe of up to 25% was achieved with
four gyrotrons and later in the same discharges the reduction
was increased to 50% with six gyrotrons �Fig. 4�. The change
in a /LTe is referenced to the profile condition with inside
ECH, the high a /LTe, or high TEM drive, phase. The largest
change in a /LTe is spatially localized to the region between
inside and outside ECH deposition peaks. There is a much
smaller increase in a /LTe near ��0.45, which corresponds
to the region just inside of the deposition peak for inside
ECH where �Te is flattened and then returns to a steeper
value when inside ECH is removed. The location of the larg-
est decrease in a /LTe moves slightly outward for six versus
four gyrotrons, from �=0.62 to 0.66, which may be a result
of the deposition of the additional two gyrotrons not exactly
matching that of the four gyrotrons.

The experimental Te profiles shown in Fig. 2 exceed the
marginal stability condition for electron modes at intermedi-
ate wave numbers in the region where ECH is applied during
the high a /LTe phase based on linear stability analysis with
TGLF and approach the marginal condition when a /LTe is
reduced. Figure 5�a�, which is for the inside ECH case with
four gyrotrons, indicates the marginally stable condition is at
a /LTe�2 where the normalized growth rates change slope
for normalized wave numbers k��s�0.5 and increase more
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rapidly with a /LTe. The experimental value of a /LTe is above
the marginal value indicating electron mode turbulence is
active. When the value of a /LTe is reduced by applying out-
side ECH the curves in Fig. 5 indicate the growth rates
should then decrease, which is consistent with our observa-
tions with four gyrotrons. It is interesting to note that the
curves also indicate that the largest change in growth rate
occurs for larger values of k��s, emphasizing intermediate-k
values is where one should expect the largest changes to
occur compared with lower-k values, k��s�0.3 where no
marginal condition exists. For the lowest values of a /LTe

produced, the case with six gyrotrons, linear analysis indi-
cates that during the low a /LTe phase �left border of shaded
region in Fig. 5�b�� the plasma is at the marginal condition
where there is a transition from �Te driven to �ne driven
electron modes with small increases in growth rate occurring
below the transition. Below the marginal condition the real
frequency of the modes is positive indicating electron modes.
However, the growth rate is somewhat sensitive to variation
in a /LTi, increasing a factor of 2 when a /LTi is decreased by
50%.

IV. TURBULENCE RESPONSE

DIII-D has an excellent set of turbulence diagnostics
with good spatial resolution and full coverage of driftwave
spectra from low to high wave number. Low-k, ITG and
TEM scale, density fluctuations were monitored with a two-
channel Doppler backscattering system11 �DBS2� with a spa-
tial resolution of �r�1 cm and for a few special shots with
neutral beam power added, a beam emission spectroscopy
�BES� system12 with a radial resolution �r�0.8 cm. Tem-
perature fluctuations at low-k were monitored with a corre-
lation electron cyclotron emission �CECE� system13 with a
spatial resolution of 0.5 cm. Intermediate-k, TEM scale, den-
sity fluctuations were monitored with a five-channel Doppler
backscattering system14 �DBS5� with a spatial resolution of
�r�1 cm. High-k, ETG scale, density fluctuations were
monitored with a millimeter-wave backscattering system15

�HKBS� with a much broader spatial response, �r�25 cm
covering the plasma region �=0.6–1.0.

Turbulence at intermediate-k provided the most interest-
ing and surprising change in response for four versus six
gyrotrons. The amplitude of poloidal density fluctuations
measured at k��4 cm−1 with DBS5 was positively corre-

lated with changes in the drive term a /LTe during the four-
gyrotron phase of the discharges. Figure 6�a� displays the
spectral contour plot of frequency versus time with color
denoting amplitude variations. As expected based on linear
theory the fluctuation amplitude decreased when the drive
term decreased and increased when the drive term increased
as illustrated in Fig. 6�b� where the rms fluctuation amplitude
integrated over frequency is shown. The frequency is also
modulated somewhat but is not likely due to changes in the
turbulence but rather presumed to be due to changes in the
plasma poloidal rotation velocity, which were too small to be
measured. DBS measures the laboratory frame backscattered
frequency, which is determined by the Doppler-shifted turbu-
lence frequency as �DBS=�i+k�vph+k��vE�B where �i is
the incident probing frequency. Thus the measured backscat-
tered frequency has contributions from both the turbulence
phase velocity vph and poloidal velocity associated with
E�B motion. However, nonlinear calculations from GYRO

show that both the magnitude and the change in k�vph are
small compared to the change in laboratory frame frequency
observed, �fDBS�20–30 kHz �Fig. 6�a��. This suggests that
the change in frequency observed is dominated by Doppler
shifts associated with poloidal E�B motion �which is
small enough to have no impact on turbulence stabilization
by E�B flow shear�.

A spatial scan of the DBS5 system was performed over
several shots to determine the spatial profile of the turbu-
lence response. In order to reduce the amplitude uncertainty
the signals were integrated over all frequency and phase lock
averaged over 19 ECH periods, 950 ms, and then the differ-
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ence in signals during low and high a /LTe phases was nor-
malized to the high a /LTe phase to determine the change in
turbulence level relative to the high a /LTe phase for both the
four and six gyrotron heating phases �Fig. 7�. The multishot
spatial scan was performed with the system measuring
k��4 cm−1. The response at this wave number shows that
the change in turbulence was spatially localized to the region
where the drive term was modulated and for four gyrotrons
the intermediate-k turbulence amplitude decreased by up to
10% �Fig. 7�a�� when the drive term was decreased by up to
25% �Fig. 4�a��. A similar response was observed in a previ-
ous experiment with the ECH resonant at �ECH=0.5 with a
slightly larger turbulence response, decreasing by up to 17%
for a drive term reduction of 30%. One additional shot with
�ECH=0.6 was taken with the system measuring k�

�8 cm−1, the largest wave number possible with DBS5 for
the experimental conditions, which shows a weaker response
that appears slightly shifted radially. However, without addi-
tional shots to determine the spatial profile of the response at
this wave number the result remains an interesting anomaly
and motivation for future work.

The intermediate-k ñ response in the six gyrotron case
was quite surprising, showing an inverse correlation with the
change in drive term, increasing when the drive term de-
creased �Fig. 7�b��. With six gyrotrons the drive term was
reduced by up to 50% at �=0.66 and the turbulence at
k��4 cm−1 increased up to 10% and up to 25% or possibly
higher at k��8 cm−1. At smaller radii, �=0.45–0.5 beyond
the peak in inside ECH deposition, the change in drive term
was positive and apparently large enough to produce a
change in turbulence activity in this region. We interpret the
increase in density fluctuations at �=0.56 as due to the posi-
tive change in drive term at slightly smaller radii. The mea-
surements did not extend to sufficiently small radii to docu-
ment the turbulence response returning toward zero as does
the change in drive term. Throughout the entire region mea-
sured, however, the turbulence response is inversely corre-
lated with the change in a /LTe. This behavior is a challenge
to linear theory �i.e., Fig. 5 shows that a decrease in a /LTe

should result in a decrease in growth rate for a drive term
above the marginal value of a /LTe� and remains to be seen
whether it can be understood with nonlinear theory. It is also
interesting to note that the turbulence at k��4 cm−1 further
out in the plasma with �ECH=0.7 had no response within

experimental uncertainties to a decrease in drive term by
50%.

Long wavelength, low-k turbulent activity is particularly
important to understand since the dominant contributions to
heat flux and transport are usually due to this region of the
turbulent spectrum16 �also see simulation results in this pa-
per�. In contrast to the density turbulence response at
intermediate-k with �ECH=0.6, there was no measurable
change in low-k density fluctuations, k��2 cm−1, with a
50% decrease in a /LTe. The lack of response of low-k den-
sity fluctuations to the addition of ECH has been seen in
other L-mode electron cyclotron heated plasmas.5 There was,
however, a reduction in low-k temperature fluctuations
measured with the CECE system which is sensitive to

k��2 cm−1. Fluctuations of T̃e /Te�0.4%–0.9% were ob-
served with six gyrotrons �Fig. 8�a��. The relative change in

T̃e /Te was comparable to the relative change in a /LTe, up to

�50% decrease in T̃e /Te for a 50% decrease in a /LTe

�Fig. 8�b��. These changes in turbulence amplitude occur for
frequencies below �25 kHz. The CECE signals were also
phase lock averaged over 19 ECH periods to reduce the un-
certainty. Even with phase lock averaging changes in the
temperature fluctuations were difficult to observe with a 25%
reduction in a /LTe with four gyrotrons as the signal size was
approaching the noise level.

Another useful validation study comparison with code
simulations that can be carried out is the relative phase be-
tween density and temperature fluctuations. The phase be-
tween temperature fluctuations and potential fluctuations and
between density fluctuations and potential fluctuations are
more fundamental to turbulent transport, but lacking these
measurements the cross phase between density and tempera-
ture fluctuations is a useful comparison providing additional
constraints on model simulations. These measurements were
accomplished with the DBS2 and CECE systems coupled
together to share plasma-viewing optics. The overlapping
spatial volumes in the plasma allow simultaneous measure-
ments of low-k density and temperature fluctuations and the
cross-phase angle between them. The cross-phase angle was
measured to be 80°–120° in the frequency range 10–25 kHz.
Measurements were made out to several hundred kilohertz
but the cross-phase spectral response was found to be limited
to frequencies below �30 kHz, similar to the frequency
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range of low-k density and electron temperature fluctuations
in these low rotation plasmas. It should be noted that only
the six gyrotron, high a /LTe case had a high enough coher-
ency for a meaningful phase angle measurement.

High-k, ETG-scale, density fluctuations at kr�35 cm−1

showed a small inverse correlation with changes in a /LTe

where the turbulence level increased �10% when a /LTe de-
creased by 50%. Only after phase lock averaging the data
over 19 ECH periods was this small change clearly observ-
able. It is speculated, however, that this inverse correlation
may be the result of the broad spatial resolution of the HKBS
system rather than a result due to local changes in a /LTe at
��0.6. The spatial resolution is much broader than the other
turbulence diagnostics employed in these experiments, cov-
ering a normalized plasma radius of ��0.6–1.0 or about the
outer 25 cm of the plasma. Since the HKBS system is sen-
sitive to the edge where the ETG growth rates are calculated
to be much larger than at �=0.6, based on linear analysis
with TGLF, and the growth rates are sensitive to the ratio
Te /Ti the measurement may be more sensitive to small
changes in Te /Ti, produced by outside versus inside ECH,
than to local changes in a /LTe at �=0.6.

One final regime of interest probed in these experiments
was a regime where the level of low-k ITG-scale activity was
raised in the plasma by the addition of 2 MW of neutral
beam heating. For this case Ti and Te are more similar than
without neutral beam injection �NBI�. Linear analysis with
TGLF indicates that the dominant growth rates are still elec-
tron modes for k��s�0.4. The addition of NBI afforded ad-
ditional low-k density fluctuation measurements with the
BES system which showed a change in low-k density turbu-
lence for both four and six-gyrotron operations �Fig. 9� that
was very similar to the change in a /LTe in magnitude and
spatial extent over the region measured. The full spatial ex-
tent of the change in turbulence was not measured but the
peak in the response is clearly visible. This system includes a
5 radial�6 poloidal array of detectors scanned radially us-
ing two shots to construct the spatial profile shown in Fig. 9.
The signals were phase lock averaged over 19 ECH periods,
which reduced the measurement uncertainties and more im-
portantly mitigated the impact of sawteeth, which increased
in amplitude with the addition of NBI. The change in a /LTe

achieved in this case was reduced considerably compared to
the ECH only cases because of the background heat flux
from NBI, which effectively reduced the local change in total
heat flux produced with ECH. Thus generally a weaker tur-
bulence response compared to the response without NBI was
observed due to a weaker change in drive term. In addition to
the response of low-k density fluctuations monitored with
BES, there was a different intermediate-k density turbulence
response �from DBS5 measurements� with NBI compared to
without NBI. For the case with a stronger change in drive
term, with six gyrotrons with NBI, there was not only no
reversal in the turbulence response observed but essentially
little or no response to the change in drive term. This result is
similar to observations at �ECH=0.7 where for an �50% de-
crease in a /LTe there was also little or no change seen in
intermediate-k density fluctuations.

V. SIMULATION COMPARISONS
WITH MEASUREMENTS

Initial tests of turbulence code simulations are usually at
the level of comparing heat flux simulations with experimen-
tal results from a power balance analysis. One typically
would like to achieve a reasonable level of success at this
level of comparison before continuing to the next more fun-
damental level of comparison with turbulence characteristics.
Often detailed experimental information of the turbulence is
not available. However with the results of these experiments
one can perform unique comparisons of turbulence charac-
teristics in specific spectral regimes. Each of the turbulence
responses discussed above in three different wave number
regimes can be used as a case study for comparison with
results from simulations with nonlinear gyrokinetic turbu-
lence codes such as GYRO. These types of comparisons have
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four gyrotrons and �b� six gyrotrons.
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just begun for this experiment and thus only the first of many
possible comparisons are reported here.

For the plasmas discussed in this paper there has been
mixed success comparing heat flux and thermal diffusivity
simulations with power balance analysis. Global and local
flux tube simulations of electron thermal diffusivities from
GYRO were found to be in reasonable agreement with calcu-
lations from a power balance analysis with ONETWO for the
case with ECH at �ECH=0.6. The GYRO simulations include
the physics from electron collisions, plasma impurities, elec-
tromagnetic effects with reduced mass ratio 	= �mi /me�1/2

=40, and normalized wave numbers up to k��s�2.5. The
global simulations, covering a wider plasma region than lo-
cal flux tube simulations, are generally in reasonable agree-
ment with local simulations for the high a /LTe case �Fig. 10�
for both electron and ion thermal diffusivities near the region
where the maximum change in a /LTe occurred, ��0.66. The

global simulation and power balance analysis are also in
good agreement in this region for the electron thermal diffu-
sivity while the global simulation diffusivity is about half the
power balance diffusivity for the ions. It should be noted that
this is much better agreement than found for the case with
ECH at �ECH=0.5 where local GYRO analysis of the ion and
electron power flowing through the flux surface at �=0.5
was over predicted by factors of �15 and �8, respectively,
compared to power balance analysis and by a factor of �6
for both electrons and ions in global simulations. Stabiliza-
tion by E�B flow shear is small in these low rotation dis-
charges without NBI and thus inclusion of this process is not
effective in helping to reduce the simulated heat flux for the
case at �ECH=0.5. A significant decrease in gradients is re-
quired to improve the agreement at �=0.5, a reduction of
a /LTi and a /LTe by �25%, and a /Lne by �50%. It remains
unresolved as to why there is much better agreement be-
tween simulation and power balance analysis at �=0.6 com-
pared to 0.5 but uncertainties in profile measurements is not
a likely candidate. It should also be noted that �30% of the
total ion transport is carried by carbon ions, the dominant
impurity, at both �=0.5 and 0.6.

Thermal diffusivity and heat flux from local GYRO simu-
lations are dominated by low-k turbulence for the high a /LTe

case at �=0.64 �Fig. 11�. The fractional contribution to heat
flux peaks at k��s�0.3–0.4 for both electrons and ions.
Even at these low wave numbers the modes dominantly con-
tributing to the electron heat flux are calculated to propagate
in the electron diamagnetic direction. About 11% of the total
electron heat flux is due to fluctuations with k��s�1. The
region over which low and intermediate-k measurements
were made is indicated in Fig. 11 and shows that the low-k
measurements are most important for capturing modes with
the dominant contribution to heat flux while the
intermediate-k measurements carry less, but not negligible,
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FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� Electron and �b� ion thermal diffusivities nor-
malized to the gyroBohm diffusivity determined from power balance analy-
sis �dashed line�, a global GYRO simulation �solid�, and local flux tube
GYRO simulations �circle�. The error bar shown represents the standard
deviation of a distribution of 66 thermal diffusivities at �=0.66 determined
by randomly varying input profile data within measurement uncertainties,
refitting each perturbed profile and rerunning the power balance analysis
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weight in this regard and offer additional useful points of
comparison to simulations. Simulated density fluctuations
show turbulent eddies with long correlation lengths in the
radial direction �Fig. 11�c��.

Simulated cross-phase angles between density and tem-
perature fluctuations at low-k for the high a /LTe case were in
good agreement with the sign and spectral trend measured.
The simulated spectral response was larger than zero for fre-
quencies below �30 kHz. The simulated magnitude was
about half that measured for frequencies 10–20 kHz with
47° 
11° from GYRO simulations compared to 98° 
7°
measured. It is interesting to note that in a different experi-
ment cross-phase measurements indicated negative phase
values for ITG dominated plasmas.17

Comparison of the measured change in turbulence be-
tween the high and low a /LTe conditions with simulations
requires a simulation of both conditions. The low a /LTe case
has proven to be very challenging. The measured profiles for
this case are near the marginality condition. Using these pro-
files as input to a local flux tube simulation, the turbulence is
calculated to be in the zonal flow dominated regime18,19 for
both the four and six gyrotron cases at ��0.6. These simu-
lations show long wavelength modes that retain a linear
structure and saturate at very small amplitude. This condition
persists even when including zonal flow damping by ion-ion
collisions. For these cases the local model assumption that
the radial correlation length of the turbulence is small com-
pared to the spatial scale over which the drive term, a /LTe,
varies is no longer valid. Thus indicating that a global rather
than local analysis is required. Unfortunately, global simula-
tions for this low a /LTe case have so far been numerically
unstable.

Given this difficulty with the low a /LTe case, an alter-
nate approach was employed where the measured profiles
were used for the high a /LTe case and then the drive term
was reduced by the experimentally observed value, 30% at
�=0.64, for the low a /LTe case with all other profiles taken
from the high a /LTe case. This resulted in a local simulation
with turbulence characteristics that were more physical, such
as a peaked rather than flat wave number spectrum, finite
transport levels, and finite radial correlation lengths. With
this approach of reducing a /LTe in the local simulations of
the high a /LTe case at �=0.64, GYRO simulations of the
change in low-k temperature fluctuations agree well with the
experimental measurements of the change in low-k turbu-
lence as a /LTe is modulated �Fig. 12�. The relative change in
fluctuation level from the simulations is shown in Fig. 12�b�
for k��s�2.5, where the change is obtained from the two
simulations in Fig. 12�a�. A synthetic CECE diagnostic
module20 was developed for GYRO which takes into account
the viewing geometry and wave number sensitivity of the
system. When applied to the simulations for high and low

a /LTe the simulation values of T̃e /Te are reduced by about
40% making the synthetic module a necessary component in
the quantitative comparison process. With the module filter-

ing applied the simulation of T̃e /Te is 1.6% and 0.75% for
the high and low a /LTe cases, respectively, about a factor of
2 larger than the measurements �Fig. 8�. Since the impact of

the synthetic module was comparable for the high and low
a /LTe cases, there is little difference between the relative
change in temperature fluctuations with and without the
module filtering �Fig. 12�b��. The simulated change in tem-
perature fluctuations, �57%, is within estimated uncertain-
ties of the measured change, �47%. In contrast to the agree-

ment between the measured change in low-k T̃e /Te and the
calculated change, it should be noted that the simulation of
the change in density fluctuations at intermediate-k did not
agree with the experimental trend; the measured reversal in
the turbulence response to a /LTe changes for six gyrotrons
was not reproduced by the simulation. One should recall that
the rapid spatial changes in drive term measured, from an
increase just inside of the peak inside ECH deposition to a
large decrease a few centimeters further out where the turbu-
lence growth rate is significantly reduced, indicate that a glo-
bal GYRO analysis is needed. This result remains interesting
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and not understood at present. Additional comparisons be-
tween simulation and turbulence response are ongoing and
the results are planned for a future publication.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ECH was alternately applied at two spatial locations in
the plasma centered near �=0.6 to modulate the local value
of the normalized inverse temperature gradient scale length
a /LTe, a turbulence drive term. This produced low and high
a /LTe phases in 25 ms intervals throughout the flattop cur-
rent phase of a low collisionality L-mode, inner wall limited
discharge. Two power levels were studied: four gyrotrons
and, later in the same discharges, six gyrotrons giving total
average input powers of �1.5 and 2 MW, respectively. The
turbulence responses to changes in drive term were measured

in low-k �ñ and T̃e� and intermediate and high-k regimes �ñ�
�Fig. 13�. With four gyrotrons the drive term was reduced by
up to 25% with respect to the high a /LTe phase, which pro-
duced a comparable reduction in low-k temperature fluctua-
tions. No change in low-k density fluctuations were observed
while intermediate-k fluctuations were reduced by up to 9%.
Further reductions in a /LTe with six gyrotrons resulted in a
very interesting reversal in intermediate-k density turbulence
response, where the turbulence level increased up to 10%
when a /LTe was reduced up to 50%. With six gyrotrons the
low a /LTe phase was calculated by linear analysis to be near
the marginal stability condition for TEMs, which may be
related to the reversed turbulence response observed for
intermediate-k density fluctuations. The change in low-k
temperature fluctuations was of the same sign and magnitude
as the change in local drive term.

Initial comparisons between simulations with the nonlin-
ear gyrokinetic turbulence code GYRO and power balance and
turbulence measurements were performed. Global simula-
tions of electron thermal diffusivity were within 10% or less
of power balance analysis with ONETWO and local simula-
tions were within 40% or less for ��0.6 for the high a /LTe

case with six gyrotrons. Simulations of the ion thermal dif-
fusivity were about half the power balance analysis values.
The simulations indicated that the electron and ion thermal
diffusivities were dominated by low-k turbulence with the
dominant contributions peaking at k��s=0.3–0.4. Local flux

tube simulations of temperature fluctuations for high and low
drive term levels with six gyrotrons were consistent with
measured changes in low-k temperature fluctuations. How-
ever, a global analysis is required because the radial correla-
tion length of the turbulence is no longer short compared to
the spatial scale of the change in drive term for the low a /LTe

phase. Global analysis of the low a /LTe phase has been chal-
lenging due to numerical instabilities that must be overcome
before progress can be made for this case. Overall these ex-
periments have produced a rich set of data for which detailed
comparisons with simulations from nonlinear gyrokinetic
turbulence codes such as GYRO can be carried out to make
progress on code validation studies.
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